
1. Overview and Introduction 

 

1.1   Transnational corporate transactions exploded following the Asian Finance 

Crisis of 1997, and demand for American lawyers also increased. In the years following the 

Asian Financial Crisis, American lawyers helped introduce global standard in corporate 

transactional practices.  

 

1.2   American influence on modern Korea is undeniable. From the liberation in 

1945, US had initially governed Korea until 1948. Even thereafter, American presence in 

Korea has remained strong both in politics and in economics. In 2017, US was the second 

largest trading partner of Korea. 

 

1.3   Given the powerful relationship, American lawyers have been present in Korea 

for a longtime. Some of the first American lawyers in Korea were US license lawyers 

assigned to Korean bases by the US army. As the Korean economy matured, Korean law 

firms hired American commercial lawyers. 

 

1.4    American lawyers working at Korean firms increased dramatically following 

the Asian Financial Crisis of 1997. 1997 Asian Financial Crisis was a liquidity crisis in 

Korea. Hence, the immediate solution was to liquidate hard assets usually by M&A 

transactions involving foreign enterprises or funds. 

 

1.5    Wide spread M&A transactions following 1997 Asian Financial Crisis 

required alignment of Korean corporate governance with global standard. American lawyers 

made substantial contributions by facilitating these transactions, and introducing global 

standard practices, including global standard documentations. 

 

2. Changes to Korean Legal Market 

 

2.1    Following 1997, Korean law firms changed in both size and quality.  Changes 

to Korean firms – Both in quantity (number of lawyers) and type of work 

 

2.2.    Following 1997, Korean law firms devoted substantial resources on major 

transactions. 

 

2.3    Prior to 1997, legal services at Korean law firms were more focused on advice 

letters related to Korean law, preparation of corporate agreements (such as purchase 

agreements, distribution agreements, supply agreements, agency agreements, etc.), 

preparation of loan documentations, etc.  

 

2.4    After 1997, Korean law firms became involved in larger acquisition 

transactions and complex financing transactions. Law firms started to focus more resources 

on providing legal services for the entire transactions, starting from MOUs to due diligence 

services, negotiating transaction documents, closing, and post-closing matters. American 

lawyers were at the forefront in adopting these services at Korean law firms. 

 


